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INTRODUCTION
Along most of its 8000 km length, the eastern flank of the Andean orogen is underlain by thrust
belts of Tertiary (mostly Ncogene) age. Structural styles, however, vary greatly along strike. It has been
shown that the seg~ncnrationof Andcan foreland deformation coincides both with the segmented geometry
or the downgoing slab and with smatigraphic and structural inhomogencities of the upper plate (northern
Argentina; Allmcndinger ct al., 1983; Jordan et al., 1983). Here, we describe the varying styles of
foreland deformation along the entire orogen and discuss the relative importance of the different
controlling factors proposed.
TYPES O F FORELAND DEFORMATION
Three principal types of foreland deformation can be distinguished: (1) Thin-skinncd fold-and-thrust
bclts with a basal dCcollemcnt within the sedimcntary cover (Fig. la). Shortening of the cover in the
foreland belt is balanced by extensive overthrusts of basement sheets in the internal zones of the thrust
bclt. (2) Thick-skinncd thrust bclts with a dkollement at mid-crustal dcpths. Some of thcse belts occur at
thc orogcnic front in a position similar to thin-skinned bclts (Fig. Ib), but otlicrs lic at a largc distance
from thc orogcn. (3) Laramidc or Pampcanas-type bascmcnt thrusts which possibly affect thc entire crust
(Fig. lc). Thc widcly spaced thrusts usually occur in irregular, anastomosing patterns.
None of tlicsc structural styles are mutually exclusive, and the lransitions betwccn them are
sometimes gradual (Fig. 2). Areas of thin-skinned thrusting may later become affected by thick-skinned
thrusting as a result of the piggy-back propagation of basement-cover thrusts (e.g. Cordillera Oriental of
Colombia; Interandean Zonc of southcrn Bolivia; Fig. la). The slructural style can also switch from thinskinned to thick-skinned and vice versa in both space and time as deformation propagates cratonward.
Deep-seated basemcnt thrusts are the exclusive stylc of deformation in eastern CoIombia and western
Venezuela (Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, Sie~radc Periji, MCrida Andes). In northwestern Argentina,
howcver, the bascmcnt thrusts of the Sierras Pampcanas are coeval with thin-skinnctl thrusting in thc
Precordillera. Foreland bascment thrusts may also pass laterally into basement nappes of the intcrnaI belt
(Shira uplift and Cordillcra Oriental in southern Peru).
FACTORS CONTROLLING STYLE VARIATIONS
Many regional studies suggest that slratigraphy and the pre-Ncogenc tectonic history of individual
areas exert an important control on thc development of distinct structural styles. Thin-skinned Fold-andthrust belts depend on the existence of a more or less undisturbed sedimentary cover at least some 2-3 km
thick, and in some cases on a particularly weak basal layer. Many, if not all, basement-involved thrust
belts rcsult from thc inversion of Mesozoic rift basins (e.g.Colletta et al., 1990; Grier et al., 1991;
Salfity ct al., 1993; Uliana et al., 1995). The conditions for the development of Pampeanas-type
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Fig. 1: Examples for the different styles of foreland deformation. Cross-sections are located in Fig. 2.
a) The Subandean Ranges in southern Bolivia, a well-developed thin-skinned thrust belt (structure from
Baby et al., 1992, and Dunn et al., 1995, slightly modified). The Interandean Zone is a thin-skinned belt
camed piggy-back on younger basement thrusts.
b) Zapla Range and Santa Barbara System of northern Argentina, a thick-skinned thrust belt developed
from a Cretaceous rift. Depth to detachment is estimated from cross-section balancing. Deep structure of
Cordillera Oriental is hypothetical.
c) The Sierras Parnpeanas, Argentina. Names refer to individual ranges. Depth of faulting under Sierra Pie
de Palo and Sierra del Valle FCrtil from earthquake hypocenters (Jordan & Allmendinger, 1986).

basement thrusts are probably least understood. The boundary of the Sierras Pampeanas with the thickskinned thrust belt of the Santa Barbara system is transitional. Reactivation of earlier normal faults does
play a role in the development of some of the Sierras Pampeanas (Schmidt et al., 1995). but apparently
not in all of them.
The correlation of subducted slab geometry and suuctural style is strongest in the foreland from 20' to 33'
S (southern Bolivia and northern Argentina). It is less evident on an orogen-wide scale, where a welldeveloped thin-skinned belt occurs over a flat slab (Santiago and Huallaga belts of northern and central
Peru) and deep-seated basement thrusts occur over a slab which dips at 25-30' at present (eastern
Colombia and western Venezuela; Laubscher, 1987; MalavC and SuArez, 1995). If the coincidence of
segmentation in the lower plate with an older segmentation of the upper plate in northern Argentina is
not merely by chance, then we are forced to conclude that in some way the properties of the upper plate
have influenced the development of the flat slab segment between 27' and 33' S. Isacks (1988) pointed
out that a stiff upper plate will tend to flatten the slab dip if plate convergence is rapid. North of 22' S,
thick Silurian shales unaffected by Cretaceous extension permitted the development of a wide thin-skinned
fold-and-thrust belt, with internal basement thrust sheets advancing far over the craton. Farther south,
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Fig. 2: Thc distribution of dilferent styles of foreland derormation along thc Andes. The extent of f7af
subducting segments of the Nazca plate is also shown. Only the structural units mentioned in the text arc
labcled.
whcrc the Andean lront impinges on thc Crchccous rilt, a thick-skinncd loreland belt developed, which
eventually grades into thc basement thrusts of thc Sicrras Pampeanas. These changes in structural style
reflect an increasingly rigid uppcr plate, with shortening decreasing southward. The difference in
shortening is not sullicicnt to explain thc full downdip cxtent of thc flat slab, but it might represent the
bigger for its development.
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CONCLUSIONS
Different styles of Andean foreland deformation are characterised by the way basement is involved
in thrusting: Basement thrusts with large displacements are typical for the internal zones bordering thinskinned belts. In thick-skinned thrust belts and provinces of Pampeanas-type basement thrusts, the
displacement on individual thrusts usually does not exceed a few kilometers. Apparently, it is the
development of a basal dCcollement in the overlying sedimentary cover that allows large slip to
accumulate on a single basement thrust. The frequent link of thick-skinned belts with former rift areas
might thus be explained by two factors: First, potential dkollement levels can be offset by normal faults,
and second, reactivation of earlier normal faults may be easier than the evolution of a new dkollement.
Outside the rift areas, the lack of a thick sedimentary cover may prompt basement-involved thrusting
which possibly affects the entire crust.
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